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AUTHENTIC ITALIAN STYLE PIZZA OVENS

 

We take pride and passion to another level! La Piazza Wood Ovens are built with a solid
weld dome construction, minimizing heat alteration and distorting, which are common in
cheaper low-grade designs. We use ONLY 304 Stainless steel material on all our ovens.
This includes the base, stand, and dome along with the nuts and bolts, this allowing your
oven to last for many years. 

At La Piazza, we use only the highest standards of insulation, both in quality and
thickness, which allows for exceptional heat retention. Our entire line of Pizza Ovens
includes a min of 12 centimeters of ceramic fiber insulation. That's 5 inches of
insulation, compared to the 2-3 inch "industry standard"  many of our competitors still
tend to utilize. 

This allows for an unprecedented amount of heat retention, the single most important
factor when choosing a wood fired oven.

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

 





LA PIAZZA GRILLS
LA POTENTE 36"

Toll Free: 1-877-757-2267
WWW.LAPIAZZAGRILLS.CA





 
 

Whether you are looking to Sear that 50oz Tomahawk
Steak or Slow Cook that perfect Asada, you can do it all
with the La Potente's signature Santa Maria flywheel. 

 
This signature flywheel allows you to raise & lower your
grilling surface depending on how much heat you can

handle!
 

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT = MORE HEAT CONTROL

MULTI-FUEL = WOOD OR CHARCOAL

Simply Fire & Food!



LA POTENTE 36"





LA POTENTE 36 GRILL
LA POTENTE LPGR-36

240 Lbs

Charcoal & Wood

LA POTENTE LPGR-36

Material

Grill Cooking surface:

Firebox Width 36.5" W 

Firebox Depth 23" D

304 Heavy Gauge SS

697 Sq. In.

Overall Width: 40” (70” with both shelves installed)

Four Heavy Duty Casters w/two locking wheels

Heavy Duty 304 Stainless Steel Cart System

Removable Drip Tray

Highest Distance of Grill from the Firebox Floor:                25.5”

Lowest Distance of Grill from the Firebox Floor:                 3.5”

1,000 lbs stainless steel aircraft cable. Raises & lowers V channel grates
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2 YEAR
WARRANTY

 

A U T H E N T I C  S A N T A  M A R I A  G R I L L S
 

 

 

The La Piazza Potente is our signature grill. 

A grill of this type is powered by charcoal and/or solid hardwood, which adds to the
authenticity of the experience and cooking. 

What differentiates this style of grill from others is the adjustable cooking grate. The
cooking surface drops down to a few inches above the fire for that intense searing and
effortlessly raises far enough away from the fire for that slow & low-temperature
cooking. 

The adjustments range is somewhere in the 2 to 18 inch range, and the mechanism is
smooth like your favourite peanut butter and super easy to operate. 

The grate is raised and lowered with the flywheel connected by cables to the movable
cooking surface. 


